Rex Vobiscum,

These following pages were delivered to me in a vision (that is, each one at different times.)

I wrote them down as My Beloved Queen whom these speak of passed them along to someone very dear to her, whom took the time to type them out; for this I am truly grateful, so is Fa Lucid herself.

This is the beginnings of “The Gospel of多*” and these early pages My Beloved Queen of I wish to share with others. I welcome any responses or any input (n) ideas.

I am currently working on a Drawing of this will serve as the Cover to the Gospel of多*, as I will also be sending a copy of it to the blog once finished.

May all whom read these new additions to my blog be blessed and inspired by their words and deep meanings; may you allow them to penetrate your very heart and cast light into the depths of the heart I let into your hearts the purest love and joy that permeates throughout the universe.

There are more to follow in about two weeks from this date 3/9/2020 – this day being my original birth date many years ago, I feel the desire to begin unveiling this Gospel to those who would chance to read it on this day!

*Love is the Law, Love under will*

Davii "Faucenbo II" Songruu